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TARGET MARKET 

The audiences we are trying to
reach are fisherman and

educators. The majority of our
audience resides in Georgia or

have a vested interest in the fish
and waterways in the state.   



Michael, 64
INTERESTS: OUTDOOR
ACTIVITIES, FAMILY, ENJOYING
RETIREMENT 

Michael is a 64-year old seasoned
fisherman from Florida. He has
recently moved from Florida to
Georgia to be closer to his
grandkids. Although he has many
decades of fishing experience, he is
unfamiliar with the waterways and
fish native to Georgia. He wants to
take his grandkids fishing next
weekend and is looking for ways to
gain a better understanding of
fishing in his new home state.



Tim, 25
INTERESTS: TRAVELING,
NATURE, EXPERIENCING NEW
THINGS

Tim is a 25-year old graduate
student in marine biology at a
school in Georgia. His thesis
paper is about fish habitats in
southeast Georgia. He needs a
better understanding of what
kind of fish are commonly
found in the region as well as
basic information about each
species.



Our App: Find
My Fish GA 
FISH IDENTIFICATION IOS APPLICATION
FOR FISHES OF GEORGIA/GEORGIA
MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY 

Our intention is to have two key features on the app.
First, we would like to be able to have the user look up
fish based on their key characteristics. For example,
selecting its color, number of gills, etc. in order to figure
out which fish the user has caught. Second, we would
like to be able to have people look up fish based on
their name, whether it be its common name or its
scientific name.



UX MAP WIREFRAME: FISH FINDER
INTERACTIVE MAP

https://www.figma.com/file/PQGAbH6RUddRyp6omGVIkd/Find-My-Fish-GA?node-id=0%3A1


UX MAP WIREFRAME: NAME SEARCH
INTERACTIVE MAP

https://www.figma.com/file/PQGAbH6RUddRyp6omGVIkd/Find-My-Fish-GA?node-id=0%3A1


PROTOTYPE

Click for a live demo

https://www.figma.com/proto/PQGAbH6RUddRyp6omGVIkd/Find-My-Fish-GA?node-id=1%3A3&scaling=scale-down&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=1%3A3

